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Welcome to Body Harmonics
Health and wellness are a lifelong pursuit. When Body Harmonics came into being back in 1998, I set
out to create a place where people could ﬁnd the encouragement and support they need to welcome
health and wellness into their lives.

Since that time, the miraculous changes and incredible commitment I have witnessed have been
nothing short of awe-inspiring. Helping others appreciate and realize their own potential and ability—
regardless of where they find themselves on life’s journey—is immensely gratifying.

At Body Harmonics, we welcome all ages and abilities. As highly trained and compassionate Pilates,
movement and health professionals we’re committed to bringing out the best in people by motivating
and challenging them every step of the way.

The same goes for Body Harmonics Education. We welcome you into our cocoon of movement
knowledge and experience! When developing our curriculum, we always start with the same question:
“What do you need to know to teach well and feel great about it?” From there we draw on real-life
client scenarios, key concepts, and plenty of practice to help you own your scope of practice.

On behalf of all of us at Body Harmonics, we look forward to helping you achieve your educational
goals and making the learning process satisfying, rewarding and fun!

Margot McKinnon, M.Ed.
Founder & Education Director
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What Body Harmonics Education is all about
Body Harmonics Education is about you, your journey and your success. Every part of our
curriculum—from technical know-how and exercise analysis to teaching methodology and best
business practices—is designed to build your confidence and competence. We want to equip and
support you as a professional, so that you can see the ability and potential in your clients and help
them move well at every age and stage of their lives.

Drawing on real-life client scenarios, key concepts and research, we make the program relevant, multifaceted, practical and experiential, so you leave with a sense of accomplishment and eagerness to get
out there and apply what you have learned.

Our mission
The mission of Body Harmonics Education is to share our extensive Pilates and movement knowledge
and experience with others, and create a positive environment that promotes and encourages lifelong
learning.

Our vision
Our vision is to make Body Harmonics Education accessible worldwide to anyone interested in
learning the best ways to help others discover the power of optimal movement.

Our philosophy
At Body Harmonics, we believe in science-based, hands-on, learner-centred education. Using a variety
of methods—lecture, observation and movement labs, classes, discussion and written materials—we
aim to create interactive learning opportunities that encourage students to ask questions, seek
answers, make suggestions and engage in a dialogue. We believe that questions are often more
important than answers, that there is often more than one answer, and that there are many ways to
solve a movement challenge.
Fostering this type of discovery is the best way to develop the knowledge, technical skills, kinesthetic
sensitivity, critical analysis and reflection necessary to become a successful Pilates and movement
teacher.
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Our goals
At Body Harmonics, we want to provide the tools that you, as a Pilates and movement educator, need
to help people move with as much ease and integrity as possible. We are here to share the faculty’s
strong knowledge base of functional anatomy, expertise in presenting complex processes clearly, and
ability to create a positive learning environment so you can flourish.
We also aim to:
•

Develop Pilates and movement professionals with exceptional competence, confidence and
commitment to sharing the miracle of human movement with others

•

Deliver programming that is science-driven, creative and based on thoughtful solutions

•

Support Pilates and movement professionals with lifelong learning, mentorship and career
development opportunities

Why consider Body Harmonics Education
Body Harmonics Education is for you if you want:
•

Educational programming that supports your learning needs at every step

•

An in-depth understanding of functional anatomy—how all body parts work together during
movement

•

Lots of hands-on practice, interactive labs and observation

•

Mentorship and coaching opportunities with our faculty

•

A learning environment and schedule that suits you

•

A ready-made community of like-minded thinkers, doers and lifelong learners
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How to use this catalogue
This catalogue is a guide to all Body Harmonics Education programs and Continuing Education
courses. Each listing includes a description, requirements, level of study and duration. Specific details
about dates, location, tuition fees and registration appear on our website at bodyharmonics.com.
The first section introduces our Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive Track, which consists of three
levels—Mat, Reformer and Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels (CCSB). These Pilates certification
programs cover the principles underlying all Pilates exercises, as well as repertoire on the mat and
traditional Pilates equipment.
The second section explains the Body Harmonics Specialist certificate programs. They were developed
to help you focus on particular areas of interest to serve your clients best. Made up of key Body
Harmonics Continuing Education courses, they zero in on the concepts to help you design
programming in a tailored, targeted way. These programs are open to professionals from many fields.
No previous Pilates background is required.
The third section describes the Body Harmonics Continuing Education courses. There are nearly 50
courses to choose from and, like the Specialist certificate programs, they are open to professionals
from many fields. Each course has a link to our website, where you check the details.
The final section describes Teacher Training Tutorials, Coaching & Mentoring, our Pilates Bridge
program, etiquette and policies.
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Body Harmonics Education at a glance
Body Harmonics Education consists of the following:

Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive Track (Pilates Certification)
•

Pilates Level 1: Mat

•

Pilates Level 2: Reformer

•

Pilates Level 3: Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels (CCSB)

Body Harmonics Primary Specialist certificates
•

Essential Biomechanics

•

Active Aging

•

Pre-Post Natal Conditioning

•

Core Control and Systems

Body Harmonics Advanced Specialist certificates
•

Advanced Biomechanics

•

Rehabilitative Exercise

Body Harmonics Continuing Education courses
•

Nearly 50 courses to choose from

•

Beginner, intermediate and advanced levels

Teacher Training Tutorials
Coaching & Mentoring
Pilates Bridge program
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Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive Track
Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive Track includes:
•

Pilates Level 1: Mat

•

Pilates Level 2: Reformer

•

Pilates Level 3: Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels (CCSB)

If you are passionate about Pilates and want to make it your career, we strongly recommend completing all levels
of our Pilates Comprehensive Track. The progressive nature and increasing complexity help you become a
versatile movement educator with an eye for optimal function and the skill to serve people of any age and ability.
Each level has a different focus to help you build your knowledge base, skills and confidence step by step. A mix
of lecture, interactive labs, practice teaching and classes provides diverse learning opportunities, and many ways
of approaching this substantial body of work.
You must be 18+ old, hold a secondary school diploma and take our Anatomy for Motion Continuing Education
course to attend Pilates Level 1: Mat, because knowledge of anatomy and biomechanics underpins everything we
do as Pilates and movement professionals.
You must graduate from Pilates Level 1: Mat before entering Pilates Level 2: Reformer, and you must graduate
from Pilates Level 2: Reformer before joining Pilates Level 3: CCSB.

The curriculum of our Pilates Comprehensive Track helps with preparing for a third-party certification exam, such
as the Pilates Method Alliance, which can be taken upon the completion of the entire Body Harmonics Pilates
Comprehensive Track.

Diploma

Certification designation

Pilates Level 1: Mat
Pilates Level 2: Reformer
Pilates Level 3: Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels (CCSB)
Pilates Level 1, 2 and 3: Mat, Reformer and CCSB

Body Harmonics® Pilates Mat Teacher
Body Harmonics® Pilates Reformer Teacher
Body Harmonics® Pilates CCSB Teacher
Body Harmonics® Pilates Comprehensive Teacher

Note: Upon successful completion of any or all of the Pilates Comprehensive Track programs, you are qualified to
teach Pilates; however, Body Harmonics does not guarantee employment or automatic accreditation/certification
with other organizations.
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Anatomy for Motion
Anatomy for Motion literally changes the way you think about, observe and feel human movement.
Fun and interactive, this Continuing Education course brings the human structure to life. You gain new
insights into how the body moves from different perspectives. The ultimate goal of this course is to
help you understand how movement is produced at all major joints. This understanding lays the
groundwork for accurate neuromuscular recruitment, joint mobility and core control.
Recommended additional resources: Trail Guide to the Body, 5th edition, by Andrew Biel, anatomy
apps.
Learning objectives
•

Explore human anatomy in 3-D

•

Sense and feel parts of the body as structural anatomy comes to life and takes on personal
meaning

•

Learn foundational exercises to facilitate and optimize functional movement in the spine and major
joints of the body
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Pilates Level 1: Mat (160 hours)
Pilates Level 1: Pilates Mat lays the groundwork for the entire Pilates Comprehensive Track. It is
divided into four modules. You learn the historical roots of Pilates, key movement principles, 75 mat
exercises that build from the Body Harmonics Foundation exercises to advanced Pilates Classical
repertoire. The program also covers step-by-step cueing and a foolproof approach to building
exercise sequences that makes Pilates accessible and challenging at the same time. You leave with a
solid theoretical framework and the tools to begin teaching healthy populations in a variety of
settings.
The Pilates Level 1: Mat curriculum is available in two formats. The regular format takes place on four
separate weekends over a period of two months. The Express format is an 11-day continuous
immersion program that covers the same material and includes Anatomy for Motion.
Learning objectives
•

Master the complete Pilates mat repertoire including Foundations and Classics

•

Practice our unique Body Harmonics cueing formula™ and progressive sequencing™

•

Learn the art of versatile class design practices to develop mat classes for beginner, intermediate
and advanced levels

•

Gain an understanding of core stabilization systems

•

Explore the basic movement mechanics of the spine, hip and shoulder complex

Program components
Pre-requisite: Anatomy for Motion (6 hours)
Program of study
Module 1: Mat Foundations (18 hours)
Module 2: Mat Classics and Innovations (18 hours)
Module 3: Core Integrity (18 hours)
Module 4: Practical Application (12 hours)
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Additional hours of study
•

18 hours of home study

•

20 hours of self-practice (strongly recommended)

•

40 hours of practice teaching (strongly recommended)

•

Complimentary 3-month access to the Body Harmonics live online mat classes as part of selfpractice (activated at the start of the program)

Evaluation
•

Online written exam

•

Practical exam

Grading
80% is the passing grade
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Pilates Level 2: Reformer (300 hours)
Pilates Level 2: Reformer builds on the concepts of Pilates Level 1: Mat. It consists of four modules.
Postural and functional assessments serve as the backdrop to more than 150 exercises and
modifications. The focus is the Pilates reformer. The program progresses through the beginner,
intermediate and advanced repertoire in Modules 1–3, while Module 4 is devoted to practice and
personalized feedback. You leave knowing how to build bodies with balanced strength and flexibility,
improve movement and function, manage injuries, and fine-tune athletic performance. You also
develop skills to teach functional and challenging reformer group classes and conduct meaningful
one-on-one sessions.
Learning objectives
•

Master the complete Pilates reformer repertoire

•

Develop exercise modifications and variations for all levels

•

Explore ways of working with individual clients in one-on-one setting

•

Learn the art of versatile class design for the reformer class environment

•

Gain an understanding of primary postural assessment techniques and functional anatomy related
to the spine, lower and upper limb

Program components
Pre-requisite: Anatomy for Motion and Pilates Level 1: Mat
Program of study
•

Module 1: Reformer Foundations (16 hours)

•

Module 2: Reformer Intermediate (16 hours)

•

Module 3: Reformer Advanced (16 hours)

•

Module 4: Practical Application (16 hours)

Upon completion of the classroom hours using the reformer, additional 16 virtual classroom hours
round out the Level 2 program. These hours include practice teaching, case studies, observation labs,
and assignment review. These sessions are spaced out in intervals that provide continuity and
supervision up to the practical exam.
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Additional hours of study
•

Minimum 120 hours of practice teaching, mandatory

•

Minimum 50 hours of self-practice, highly recommended

•

50 hours of home study/review

Practice teaching (minimum 120 hours, mandatory)
Practice teaching involves conducting one-on-one reformer sessions with individuals who agree to act
as practice clients. When you conduct your practice teaching sessions at the Body Harmonics Studios
in Toronto, the practice clients pay a nominal fee of $20 to the Studio in cash (tax included) per onehour session to cover maintenance costs. If you conduct your practice teaching hours elsewhere, the
session fees are at your discretion. You are required to keep track of your practice teaching hours on
special log sheets provided in the program, and to have your practice clients sign in for each session.
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Self-practice (minimum 50 hours, highly recommended)
The self-practice component consists of practicing on the reformer on your own or with your peers,
and taking Pilates mat or machine classes. At the Body Harmonics Studios in Toronto, you may use the
equipment for self-practice at no extra cost. Also, our students receive a complementary access to
mat and machine classes while in the program. If you are studying at an affiliated Education Centre,
the reformer usage and class fees are at the discretion of the studio management.

Evaluation
•

Online written exam

•

Practical exam

Grading
80% is the passing grade

Note: If you hold a Pilates mat certification from another institution and are interested in taking our
Pilates Level 2: Reformer program, please refer to the Pilates Bridge program section.
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Pilates Level 3: Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels (300 hours)
Like Level 1 and Level 2, Pilates Level 3: CCSB consists of four modules. The underlying framework
builds on functional movement and anatomical relationships in the lumbopelvic complex, the four
regions of the spine and shoulder complex. You learn how to use all four pieces of equipment–
Cadillac, chair, springboard and barrels (arc barrel, ladder barrel, baby arc)–for a full range of clients,
from rehab to those looking for athletic fine-tuning. In addition to these Pilates machines, the Magic
Circle™ is included as a Pilates prop for resistance training. It is introduced in Module 2 with emphasis
on building support in the shoulder complex.
By clustering the different pieces of equipment together, you learn how to determine the best course
of action based on the needs of your clients. Case studies test your ability to identify movement issues
and decide the best practices to address them. The program focuses on teaching methodologies
appropriate for one-on-one sessions and group classes, so you can work confidently in both
situations.
Learning objectives
•

Master the complete Pilates repertoire for Cadillac, chair, springboard and barrels

•

Learn key exercises using the Magic Circle™

•

Learn exercise modifications and variations for beginner, intermediate and advanced levels

•

Explore advanced protocols for working one-on-one

•

Refine class design practices for the group machine class environment

•

Develop practical applications for functional anatomy related to the lumbopelvic complex, the four
regions of the spine and shoulder complex

Program components
Pre-requisite: Anatomy for Motion, Pilates Level 1: Mat, Pilates Level 2: Reformer
Program of study
•

Module 1: Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels Foundations (16 hours)

•

Module 2: Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels Intermediate (16 hours)

•

Module 3: Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels Advanced (16 hours)

•

Module 4: Practical Application (16 hours)
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Upon completion of the classroom hours, additional 16 virtual classroom hours round out the Level 3
program. These hours include practice teaching, case studies, observation labs, and assignment
review. These sessions are spaced out in intervals that provide continuity and supervision up to the
practical exam.

Additional hours of study
•

Minimum 120 hours of practice teaching, mandatory

•

Minimum 50 hours of self-practice, highly recommended

•

50 hours of home study/review
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Practice teaching (minimum 120 hours, mandatory)
Practice teaching involves conducting one-on-one machine sessions with individuals who agree to act
as practice clients. When you conduct your practice teaching sessions at the Body Harmonics Studios
in Toronto, the practice clients pay a nominal fee of $20 to the Studio in cash (tax included) per onehour session to cover maintenance costs. If you conduct your practice teaching hours elsewhere, the
session fees are at your discretion. You are required to keep track of your practice teaching hours on
special log sheets provided in the program, and to have your practice clients sign in for each session.
Self-practice (minimum 50 hours, highly recommended)
The self-practice component consists of practicing on the machines on your own or with your peers,
and taking Pilates mat or machine classes. At the Body Harmonics Studios in Toronto, you may use the
Studio equipment for self-practice at no extra cost. Also, our students receive a complementary access
to mat and machine classes. If you are studying at an affiliated Education Centre, the equipment
usage and class fees are at the discretion of the studio’s management.

Evaluation
•

Online written exam

•

Practical exam

Grading
80% is the passing grade

Note: If you hold a Pilates mat and reformer certification from another institution and are interested
in taking our Pilates Level 3: CCSB program, please refer to the Pilates Bridge program section.
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Pilates Comprehensive Track Fees
All fees for Canadian-based events are subject to 13% HST,
Pilates Comprehensive Track Bundle (when you register for all three levels): $9,000
Pilates Comprehensive Bundle is an option that allows you to:
•

Save $750 in total on all three levels

•

Plan your three levels of training

•

Have access to a convenient 18-month installment plan

•

Have better job opportunities

Individual program pricing
Pilates Level 1: Mat
•

Tuition: $2,278

Exams: $260

Materials: $220

Exams: $300

Materials: $300

Pilates Level 2: Reformer
•

Tuition: $2,812.50

Pilates Level 3: Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels
•

Tuition: $2,815

Exams: $300

Materials: $385
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Body Harmonics Specialist certificate programs
People search for professionals with specialized knowledge and skills. In the field of Pilates and
movement education, what your clients need to know is that you can help them with specific needs.
Specialized knowledge and skills will build your credibility, help your community better understand
the services you provide, and open up new opportunities for success for you and your clients.
The requirements of our primary and advanced Specialist certificate programs are comprised of key
Body Harmonics Continuing Education courses that are delivered both in-person and virtually
throughout the year in Toronto and at our affiliated Education Centres around the world.
Professionals from many fields complete our Specialist certificates. No previous Pilates experience is
necessary. We strongly recommend that you speak with our Career Advisor before starting a Specialist
certificate program to determine the best way to proceed.
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Primary Specialist certificate programs
Our Primary Specialist certificate programs were developed to help you focus on particular areas of
interest to serve your clients best. Programs are made up of key Body Harmonics Continuing
Education courses, and zero in on the concepts to help you design programming in a tailored,
targeted way.

Essential Biomechanics (40 hours)
The requirements of our Essential Biomechanics Specialist program consist of 8 courses. These
courses were chosen to build a scope of knowledge and practice that includes biomechanics for all
areas of the body with an emphasis on optimal function.
Certificate
When you successfully complete all the necessary requirements, you receive a certificate that
acknowledges completion of the Essential Biomechanics Specialist program.
Timeframe
We recommend 6-12 months to complete the required credits and apply the learned concepts.
Required courses
•

Build a Strong and Supple Spine

•

Power and Balance for Hip and Knee

•

Simplifying the Shoulder Complex

•

Postural Analysis

•

Gait Analysis

•

Ethical and Conscious Touch

•

Foot and Ankle: The Body’s Spring System

•

Cervical Spine Mechanics and Protocols
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Active Aging (34 hours)
The requirements of our Active Aging Specialist program consist of 7 courses. The courses were
chosen to build a scope of knowledge and practice that includes specific considerations for the
moving body as we age.
Certificate
When you successfully complete all the necessary requirements, you receive a certificate that
acknowledges completion of the Active Aging Specialist program.
Timeframe
We recommend 6-12 months to complete the required credits and apply the learned concepts.
Required courses
•

Foot and Ankle: The Body’s Spring System

•

Arthritis: The Modern Epidemic

•

Hip Replacements

•

Pre- and Post-Rehab Solutions for Knee Replacements and ACL Reconstruction

•

Cervical Spine Mechanics and Protocols

•

Osteopenia, Osteoporosis and Orthopaedic Health

•

Strength, Balance and Fall Prevention for Seniors
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Pre-Post Natal Conditioning (30 hours)
The requirements of our Pre-Post Natal Conditioning Specialist program consist of 5 courses. The
courses were chosen to build a scope of knowledge and practice that includes specific considerations
and conditions, which women experience during and after pregnancy.
Certificate
When you successfully complete all the necessary requirements, you receive a certificate that
acknowledges completion of the Pre-Post Natal Conditioning Specialist program.
Timeframe
We recommend 6-12 months to complete the required credits and apply the learned concepts.
Required courses
•

Movement and Exercise for Pregnancy

•

Towards a Healthy Pelvic Floor

•

Post-Natal Reconditioning and Diastasis Recti Repair

•

Breathing Mechanics and Protocols

•

SI Joint: The Critical, Functional Link
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Core Control and Systems (46 hours)
The requirements of our Core Control and Systems Specialist program consist of 6 courses. The
courses were chosen to build a scope of knowledge and practice that includes deep and superficial
layers of the body’s core that contribute to support, movement, and health of the spine, hips, and
shoulders.
Certificate
When you successfully complete all the necessary requirements, you receive a certificate that
acknowledges completion of the Core Control and Systems Specialist program.
Timeframe
We recommend 6-12 months to complete the required credits and apply the learned concepts.
Required courses
•

Core Integrity

•

Unlock the Mighty and Mysterious Psoas

•

Breathing Mechanics and Protocols

•

Sacroiliac Joint: The Critical, Functional Link

•

Cervical Spine Mechanics and Protocols

•

Myofascial Lines of Movement
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Advanced Specialist certificate programs
Our Advanced Specialist certificate programs allow you to delve deep into concepts and protocols, so
you can make a lasting change for your clients.

Advanced Biomechanics (100 hours)
The requirements of our Advanced Biomechanics Specialist program comprise of 14 courses. These
courses focus on all the major joints in the human body––how they function on their own and as part
of the entire neuro-fascial-musculoskeletal system. You also learn observation and assessment
techniques for postural and movement patterns and how to optimize them.
Certificate
When you successfully complete all the necessary requirements, you receive a certificate that
acknowledges completion of the Advanced Biomechanics Specialist program.
Timeframe
We recommend 18-24 months to complete the required credits and apply the learned concepts.
Required courses
Prerequisite: Essential Biomechanics Specialist certificate
•

Core Integrity

•

Breathing Mechanics and Protocols

•

Sacroiliac Joint: The Critical, Functional Link

•

Neurophysiology 101

•

Myofascial Lines of Movement

•

Advanced Postural Analysis
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Rehabilitative Exercise (120 hours)
The requirements of our Rehabilitative Exercise Specialist program consist of 20 courses. These
courses focus on all the major joints in the human body––how they function on their own and as part
of the entire neuro-fascial-musculoskeletal system. You learn how to approach movement issues by
paying attention to and support the functions that are working well, while addressing any physical
impairments. Central to this program are assessment skills related to multiple movement
impairments and conditions, as well as protocols to create ease of movement and functional support
in the body from head to toe.
Certificate
When you successfully complete all the necessary requirements, you receive a certificate that
acknowledges completion of the Rehabilitative Exercise program.
Timeframe
We recommend 18-24 months to complete the required credits and apply the learned concepts.
Required courses
Prerequisite: Essential Biomechanics Specialist certificate
•

Post-Rehab Protocols: Spine

•

Post-Rehab Protocols: Shoulder

•

Post-Rehab Protocols: Hip and Knee

•

Neurophysiology 101

•

Neurophysiology 201

•

Pain 101

•

Hip Replacements

•

Pre and Post-Rehab Solutions for Knee Replacements and ACL Reconstruction

•

Upper Cervical Spine

Optional courses
•

Beyond Breast Cancer

•

Movement and Exercise for Inflammatory and Autoimmune Diseases

•

Self-Care Strategies for Jaw Pain
25
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Body Harmonics Continuing Education
Over the last two decades we have created a roster of close to 50 Continuing Education courses that
range in levels and topics.
These courses were borne out of the questions asked by students and reflect the variety of topics and
interests they have. They are also intended to help teachers and professionals hone their skill in a new
area, learn about proven strategies that help people move better and safer, and keep abreast of the
latest thinking in movement education—all in an encouraging and collegial environment.
Who attends Body Harmonics Continuing Education?
Body Harmonics Continuing Education is open to teachers and practitioners of all kinds. No previous
Pilates experience is necessary. Some courses are natural progressions from others that are
recommended as pre-requisites.
Among the many who have attended Body Harmonics Continuing Education courses are:
•

Pilates teachers and practitioners

•

Yoga teachers and practitioners

•

Physical therapists

•

Manual therapists

•

Occupational and rehabilitation therapists

•

Kinesiologists

•

Osteopaths

•

Sports trainers and coaches

•

Dance and movement teachers
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Body Harmonics Continuing Education course list
• Advanced Postural Analysis

• Neurophysiology 201

• Anatomy for Motion

• Osteopenia, Osteoporosis and Orthopaedic Health

• Arthritis: The Modern Epidemic

• Pain 101

• Balance Apparatus

• Post-Natal Reconditioning and Diastasis Recti Repair

• Barrels Repertoire

• Post-Rehab Protocols: Hip and Knee

• Beyond Breast Cancer

• Post-Rehab Protocols: Shoulder

• Breathing Mechanics and Protocols

• Post-Rehab Protocols: Spine

• Build a Strong and Supple Spine

• Postural Analysis

• Career Essentials for Pilates and Movement
Professionals

• Power and Balance for Hip and Knee

• Cervical Spine Mechanics and Protocols

• Pre- and Post-Rehab Solutions for Knee Replacements
and ACL Reconstruction

• Client Assessment Protocols

• Resistance Apparatus

• Core Integrity

• Running Mechanics and Protocols

• Essentials of Client Care

• Sacroiliac Joint: The Critical, Functional Link

• Ethical and Conscious Touch

• Self-Care Strategies for Jaw Pain

• Foot and Ankle: The Body’s Spring System

• Strength, Balance and Fall Prevention for Seniors

• Gait Analysis

• Simplifying the Shoulder Complex

• Golf Mechanics and Protocols

• Swimming Mechanics and Protocols

• Handedness and Scoliosis

• Successful Strategies for Teaching Online

• Hip Replacements

• Teens on the Move

• Movement and Exercise for Inflammatory and
Autoimmune Diseases

• Towards a Healthy Pelvic Floor

• Mapping Your Muscles
• Mind-Body Exercise for Men
• Movement and Exercise for Pregnancy
• Myofascial Lines of Movement
• Neurophysiology 101

• Ultimate Mat: Repertoire Plus
• Ultimate Reformer: Repertoire + Jumpboard
• Unlock the Mighty and Mysterious Psoas
• Upper Cervical Spine
• Vertical Repertoire

Visit our website to view full details of our Continuing Education courses. Each listing includes a description,
learning objectives, Continuing Education Credits (CECs) earned, as well as a registration rate.
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Teacher Training Tutorials
Teacher Training Tutorials are an excellent way to participate in the Body Harmonics Education
offerings. They provide an ideal alternative for:
•

Those who have commitments that conflict with scheduled program or course dates

•

Those who prefer learning at their own pace

•

Pilates Comprehensive Track students who missed one or more hours of their training time

Teacher Training Tutorials cover the same content as the regular programs or courses in about half to
two-thirds of the regularly scheduled time depending on the individual’s progress. You only pay for
time spent in training.
Teacher Training Tutorial hourly rates:
•

Private: $95

•

Semi-private: $80 per person

•

Small group (maximum 4 people): $65 per person

The rates are subject to 13% HST for Canadian-based bookings.
Tutorials are scheduled through our Teacher Training Coordinator when they take place at Body
Harmonics in Toronto and directly with the Affiliate at affiliated Education Centres. We require 50%
deposit to book a Teacher Training Tutorial. The remaining balance is due once the hours are
completed.
Tutorials can be cancelled without any charges within the following timelines:
•

Minimum 24-hour written notice for tutorials that are between 1-4 hours long

•

Minimum of 48-hour written notice for tutorials that are between 5-10 hours long

•

Minimum one business week written notice for tutorials that are 11+ hours

Otherwise, regular tutorial rates apply.
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Coaching & Mentoring
The Coaching & Mentoring program offers you the opportunity to receive feedback and guidance on
anything related to your practice or business. It is available any time of year, at any stage of your
Pilates and movement career. Regardless of where you fall on the professional continuum, the
program is designed to help you hone your skills and shape the career you want.
Our faculty can help with everything from enhancing your teaching skills and structuring class
schedules to building your sales and marketing program and managing your clients’ expectations.
Learning objectives
These are just some of the objectives teachers have sought our assistance with in the past:
•

Refine cueing techniques to make every prompt meaningful and relevant

•

Develop a sophisticated, signature style for class design

•

Hone observation skills to determine what a body needs

•

Make educated exercise and movement choices

•

Learn how to build a thriving practice

•

Develop and expand your studio and team

Just let us know what you’d like to work on and we’ll customize the program for your success.
CECs
Each hour is counted as 1 credit
How to enroll
Contact our Career Advisors at teacheradvisor@bodyharmonics.com.
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Pilates Bridge program
The Body Harmonics Pilates Bridge program is available to Pilates teachers who want to transfer their
existing teaching credentials from another institution in order to advance their Pilates certification.
The program is also a great fit for Pilates teachers who started their training elsewhere, and want to
complete it, test out, and receive a formal certification diploma at Body Harmonics.
We offer bridging options for all aspects of our Pilates Comprehensive Track—Level 1: Mat, Level 2:
Reformer, Level 3: Cadillac Chair Springboard Barrels (CCSB). We recognize that each candidate’s
experience is unique. Our Bridge program is, therefore, designed to accommodate a wide variety of
candidates and situations. At the same time, we want to ensure that each applicant is well prepared to
continue training at the next level with Body Harmonics.
We use a variety of ways to assess each candidate’s background including a review of the candidate’s
application form, transcripts, credentials and other relevant documents. We also meet with you to
discuss your experience and training and may ask for a demonstration of your teaching skills. Based
on your experience and professional goals, we create a customized program to help you fill any
missing elements. Depending on your level of training, we may require you to complete, in full or in
part, aspects of our Pilates Comprehensive Track.
You may also be required to purchase training materials and complete the associated written and
practical exams.
The Bridge program application fee is $185 CAD + tax. The cost of the 1.5 hour Bridge assessment is
142.50 + tax, in addition to the application fee. Once your program is designed, you’ll be given an
estimate of the costs of completing the recommended requirements. Upon successful completion of
the recommended steps, you will receive the diploma for the level of training you completed.
The Bridge application form is available for download at bodyharmonics.com.
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Education Faculty
Body Harmonics, founded by Margot McKinnon, M.Ed., has been at the forefront of helping people
move well, teach well and be well since 1998. At its two Pilates & Movement Studios and Health Clinics
in Toronto and a growing number of affiliated Education Centres worldwide, the movement and
health company has helped thousands of people transform their lives for the better. To provide
greater accessibility to its whole-person approach to wellbeing, Body Harmonics began expanding its
online presence in 2015 with the launch of its Shoptalk blog and Mondays with Margot video series,
and most recently, with Body Harmonics on Demand Pilates videos. It continues to reach a growing
number of professionals and enthusiasts by making its ever-expanding line of workout videos and
publications available at bodyharmonics.com.

Margot McKinnon
Founder and Director of Education, M.Ed.

I’ve worked in this field a long time and my interest in in the miracle
of human movement just keeps growing! I love seeing people rediscover their inherent strength, grace, agility and power to reboot
and heal. I founded Body Harmonics as a place for people to find a
new way of being, steeped in the idea that where they start is just
right and that we’re there to help them in the way that makes sense
for their lifestyle, goals and expectations. That people trust us with
their health and wellbeing is a huge privilege and one I feel humbled
by every day.
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Andrea Palen
Pilates & Movement Teacher, Teacher Trainer, Certified Holistic Nutritionist
I love teaching Pilates and movement because, when you really boil it down, my job is to make people
feel good in their bodies and happy with themselves. The sense of pride and accomplishment I feel
when I see my clients transform and thrive is extremely fulfilling. I love how you’re always learning at
Body Harmonics. Whether you’re taking a class, doing a course or chatting with another teacher. It's
always stimulating and always fun.
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive certification

•

Body Harmonics Advanced Biomechanics Specialist

•

Body Harmonics Rehabilitative Exercise Specialist

•

Body Harmonics Diverse Populations Specialist

Additional credentials
•

BA (hons), Certified Holistic Nutritionist

Bonnie Jeng
Pilates & Movement Teacher, Teacher Trainer, Registered Physiotherapist
I’m always inspired by people’s life stories, and have learned so many lessons from them. Working
with clients who are dedicated to their physical wellbeing keeps me motivated to keep up my own
daily practice and continue learning how to inspire change in my clients. I have always loved Body
Harmonics’ sense of community, inclusivity and holistic environment. The positive and calming energy
is infectious. I have never seen such dedicated individuals, including clients and staff, who have such a
strong passion for movement and improving wellbeing (physical and mental).
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive certification

•

Body Harmonics Advanced Biomechanics Specialist

Additional credentials
•

B. Sc, Registered Physiotherapist B.Sc. (PT) (2003)
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Caitlin Bovee
Teacher Trainer and Studio Owner at Pilates In Guelph, Body Harmonics affiliated Education Centre,
Guelph, ON
Seeing clients achieve their movement goals, big or small, is extremely gratifying. It’s inspiring to
witness and be a part of their dedication and persistence, and an honour to be part of their journey.
At Body Harmonics, we’re taught to think methodically, to accept the person in front of us and to build
on their strengths. This approach leads to our clients feeling encouraged and successful every step of
the way.
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Physical Mind Pilates diploma

•

Body Harmonics Advanced Biomechanics Specialist

•

Body Harmonics Rehabilitative Exercise Specialist

•

Body Harmonics Diverse Populations Specialist

•

ACE Fitness Personal Trainer

Additional credentials
•

BA.Sc.

Camilla Pasetto
Teacher Trainer and Studio Owner at Spring Pilates and Wellness, a Body Harmonics affiliated
Education Centre, London, UK and Brescia, Italy
It’s a great feeling to be able to motivate people to go beyond their usual limits and expand their
range of possibilities. I love the way Body Harmonics helps people, students, teachers and clients to
reach their goals and fulfill their potential. At Body Harmonics you really feel there is a supportive and
caring culture where people work together seamlessly.
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive certification

•

Polestar USA Pilates diploma

•

PMA-certified Pilates Teacher in good standing

Additional credentials
•

BA (hons), BA (hons) in Dance Theatre
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Clarissa Pena
Pilates & Movement Teacher, Teacher Mentor, Teacher Trainer
I’m curious about the way people’s bodies work and fascinated by the connection between emotion,
personality and physical characteristics. I enjoy observing clients’ findings about their bodies and
helping to bring them to a greater sense of wellbeing. The variety and the opportunity for creativity
make Body Harmonics a very special place. It’s great to work with people who are committed to
innovation, education and quality, and who are serious about learning..
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive certification

•

Body Harmonics Advanced Biomechanics Specialist

•

Body Harmonics Rehabilitative Exercise Specialist

•

STOTT Pilates Comprehensive diploma

Additional credentials
•

B.Sc. (PT)

Chantal Sylvestre
Teacher Trainer and Studio Owner at Pilates Vitalité, a Body Harmonics affiliated Education Centre,
Gatineau, QC
Watching people discover the joy of moving their bodies—that moment when they find integrity and
take ownership of it—is a thrill to me. That’s when Pilates & Movement becomes so much more
meaningful than just another way to sweat. It becomes magical. To me, Body Harmonics is the
epicentre and authority on wellness. It’s a place where everyone—teachers and clients alike—learn
how to be stronger, healthier and happier in mind and body. I love that it’s a place to grow in every
sense.
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive certification

•

Body Harmonics Advanced Biomechanics Specialist

•

STOTT Pilates Comprehensive diploma

Additional credentials
•

Yamuna Body Rolling Practitioner
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Danielle Dodham-Wright
Pilates & Movement Teacher, Teacher Trainer
Watching people discover the joy of moving their bodies—that moment when they find integrity and
take ownership of it—is a thrill to me. That’s when Pilates & Movement becomes so much more
meaningful than just another way to sweat. It becomes magical. To me, Body Harmonics is the
epicentre and authority on wellness. It’s a place where everyone—teachers and clients alike—learn
how to be stronger, healthier and happier in mind and body. I love that it’s a place to grow in every
sense.
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Body Harmonics Pilates Mat certification

•

Body Harmonics Advanced Biomechanics Specialist

•

STOTT Pilates Comprehensive diploma

Additional credentials
•

B.D. OCAD

Holly Wallis
Teacher Trainer and Studio Owner at Reactive Movement, a Body Harmonics affiliated Education
Centre in Oakland Hills, CA
I’m motivated by improving people’s quality of life. It’s inspiring to help them learn to move again to
their fullest ability, and to help them realize that they have the power to help themselves through
movement. My favourite part of this fulfilling job is to experience my clients' successes and see them
achieve something that they thought was impossible. Body Harmonics offers movement professionals
the highest quality of training in the world. The depth and breadth of the curriculum encourages
students to really understand the body and share this knowledge with clients in a meaningful way.
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive certification

•

Body Harmonics Rehabilitative Exercise Specialist

•

Balanced Body Pilates Equipment diploma

Additional credentials
•

BA
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Kristen Carrington
Pilates & Movement Teacher, Teacher Trainer
What I enjoy about working with clients is discovering new ways of connecting with them and helping
them unleash new possibilities through Pilates & Movement. At Body Harmonics you always feel like
you’re growing and learning day-to-day. With so many supportive people around it feels like a second
family and home—for clients and staff alike.
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive certification

•

Body Harmonics Advanced Biomechanics Specialist

Nancy McKinnon
Pilates & Movement Teacher, Teacher Mentor, Teacher Trainer
Every day I’m immersed in the learning/teaching process, which I find thrilling because I get to witness
positive changes in people’s bodies, minds and spirits. I especially enjoy the creativity that goes into
helping someone make sense of things that will positively affect their health long term. One of the
best things about Body Harmonics is that we have a long track record of encouraging anyone who
walks through our doors (be it staff or client) to learn, grow and expand their thinking and being. It’s a
place to build yourself while becoming more of who you are at the same time.
Pilates, movement & fitness accreditation
•

Body Harmonics Pilates Comprehensive certification

•

Body Harmonics Advanced Biomechanics Specialist

•

Body Harmonics Rehabilitative Exercise Specialist
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Etiquette & policies
Making up missed hours
If you miss an hour or more of training time in any of the certification programs, you must make up
the missed hours in a private Teacher Training Tutorial. Regular tutorial fees apply. Missed hours
should be completed before rejoining your group.
Teacher Training Tutorials generally cover the same content as the group sessions in about half to
two-thirds of the regularly scheduled time. Your tutorial may take more or less time depending on
your progress. Your final cost will be adjusted accordingly.

Continuing education requirements
To maintain your Body Harmonics Pilates certification, 15 Continuing Education Credits (CECs) are
required every two years. This gives you the opportunity to get up to speed on new developments in
the field as well as interact with and learn from your peers.
Body Harmonics CECs are earned by attending courses at Body Harmonics or affiliated Education
Centres. You may earn up to 6 CECs by attending Pilates group classes or one-on-one sessions at Body
Harmonics or affiliated Education Centres. We also consider external events relevant to your scope of
practice. Earning CECs at Body Harmonics is easy and streamlined. We even track them for you!

Body Harmonics admission requirements
To attend Body Harmonics Pilates certification programs, Specialist certificate programs and
Continuing Education courses, you must be 18+ old and hold a secondary school diploma. Also, the
following pre-requisites apply to Body Harmonics Pilates certification:

Level

Pre-requisite

Pilates Level 1: Mat

Anatomy for Motion

Pilates Level 2: Reformer

Anatomy for Motion, Pilates Level 1: Mat

Pilates Level 3: CCSB

Anatomy for Motion, Pilates Level 1: Mat, Pilates Level 2: Reformer

While no previous Pilates experience is necessary to participate in Body Harmonics Education, we
highly recommend talking to our Career Advisor prior to enrolling in a program or course to ensure
the curriculum is suitable for your level and goals.
If you would like to transfer your credits from another Pilates training school to Body Harmonics,
please see the Pilates Bridge program section for details.
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Registration
We offer several registration options for your convenience:
• Online at bodyharmonics.com
• Email teachertraining@bodyharmonics.com
• Phone: 416.482.4884 ext. 206; toll-free 1.877.537.0714
• On-site: Front Desk at our Dupont or Eglinton Studios

For the most current registration procedures, special rates, payment plan options, and cancellation
policy, please refer to our website.

Minimum enrollment
If fewer than four people register for a program or course, it may be cancelled, typically with two
weeks’ notice so you can plan accordingly. In some cases, you may be able to complete the course
privately or semi-privately. Please contact our Education team for advice on how to proceed.

Teacher trainer change
Teacher trainers may be changed without notice.

Leave of absence
If an accident, illness or other circumstance prevents you from completing a Body Harmonics Pilates
certification program, you may take a leave of absence and rejoin the program when you are ready.
Your funds will be kept as a credit on file. There is no formal time limit to return, but we recommend
working toward completion of all requirements within a two-year period. No additional fees apply.
If you permanently withdraw from a Pilates certification program, you will be charged for the hours
you have completed. The rest of your tuition and exam fees will be refunded. Program materials are
non-refundable.
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Harassment and non-discrimination policy
Harassment means engaging in vexatious behaviour or conduct that is generally known to be
unwelcome. Discrimination means any form of unequal treatment in any way and in any circumstance
based on, but not limited to, sex, race, age, religion or disability.
Body Harmonics is committed to providing an environment where all individuals are treated with
respect and dignity. No applicant will be denied on the basis of race, natural origin, colour, creed,
religion, sex, age, disability, gender identity, gender expression or sexual orientation.
Harassment and discrimination are not tolerated at Body Harmonics. All employees, contractors,
clients and students are expected to uphold this policy.
All employees, contractors, clients and students are encouraged to report any incidents of harassment
or discrimination witnessed on the premises of Body Harmonics (anonymously if preferred). You may
report in person, by phone or by sending an email to inquiries@bodyharmonics.com. If this is not a
reasonable option, or if such an option does not remedy the situation, speak with Margot McKinnon,
Body Harmonics Founder and Director of Education.
Management will investigate and deal with all concerns, complaints, or incidents of harassment or
discrimination in a fair and timely manner, while respecting the privacy of every employee, contractor,
client and student as much as possible.
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Conduct and dismissal policy
Body Harmonics recognizes the effort required by students to meet their educational goals. At the
same time, students are expected to:
• Act in a manner that contributes to a positive, supportive and safe learning environment
• Make every effort to arrive on time and stay for the allotted time (if you are late or have to leave
early please be discreet)
• Turn off your cell phones at the Studio
• Limit the use of scented products when visiting the Studio
• Refrain from soliciting Body Harmonics clients, teachers, employees or contractors; handing out any
business cards or other literature; arranging to meet with them off the premises
To fully benefit from a Pilates certification program, it is in your best interest to commit to the entire
time frame allotted. If you happen to miss an hour or more, our Teacher Training Coordinator or
Career Advisor will help you schedule a Teacher Training Tutorial to make up the missed time. This
tutorial is an extra cost and should be completed before re-joining the program.
Body Harmonics reserves the right to take appropriate action if conduct guidelines are contravened.
The first step would be to meet and discuss the situation. Students who are suspended from the
program are entitled to a refund (see refund policy).

Student grievance procedure
Students who are unhappy with their experience in an Education event are encouraged to discuss
their grievance in private with the relevant person.
If the situation remains unresolved, please contact our Teacher Training Coordinator at
teachertraining@bodyharmonics.com who will follow up at that point. A written report is preferred.
Please include as much detail as possible, and indicate any steps taken to remedy the situation.
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Access to files
Your Body Harmonics records— certificates of completion from courses, Pilates certification diplomas,
Specialist certificates and payment receipts—are available upon request. Email
teachertraining@bodyharmonics.com for assistance.

Locations & facilities
Body Harmonics Education is held at the following locations in Toronto. Students are welcome to
practice at either Studio, but are asked to call ahead. All Studio policies apply to students attending
our programs and courses and/or practicing at our Toronto Centres.
Dupont Education Centre: 672 Dupont Street, Suite 406, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M6G 1Z6
Eglinton Education Centre : 90 Eglinton Avenue West, Suite 501, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4R 2E4
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Contact us
Body Harmonics Dupont
672 Dupont Street, Suite 406, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6G 1Z6
Tel: 416.537.0714 | Fax: 416.537.5195
E-mail: dupontstudio@bodyharmonics.com

Body Harmonics Eglinton
90 Eglinton Street West, Suite 501, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4R 2E4
Tel: 416.482.4884 | Fax: 416.482.5646
E-mail: eglintonstudio@bodyharmonics.com

Education
Teacher Training Coordinator
E-mail: teachertraining@bodyharmonics.com | Tel: 416.482.4884 ext. 206
Career Advisors
E-mail: teacheradvisor@bodyharmonics.com

Affiliated Education Centres
For a list of our affiliated Education Centres worldwide, please visit bodyharmonics.com.

Stay connected and learn with us!
Facebook: @BodyHarmonicsPilates
Facebook Group: @PilatesAndMovementTeachers
Instagram: @BodyHarmonicsEducation

@BodyHarmonics

YouTube: @BodyHarmonicsTV
Twitter: @BHPilates
LinkedIn: Body Harmonics Pilates
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